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« puppet show
This project gives “toy box” a 
whole new meaning. Cut out the 
top and bottom of a photo box 
for an instant puppet show! But 
don’t stop there. Add colorful 
papers inside and out—we used 
bright solids, mixed with a variety 
of cutie-pie coordinating prints. 
Then, finish with an eyelet lace 
“curtain”. Now, on with the show!

» first aid kit
Creativity to the rescue! This cute 
first aid kit is embellished with polka-
dot paper, crinkly ribbon, chipboard 
alpha stickers, and more.

   give a gift... This fancy gift box is all about creative 
use of paper. We used double-sided adhesive 

to glue printed papers back 
to back before cutting 

them  by hand with 
decorative edge 

scissors and 
curling them as 
shown. The look 
is completed with 
ribbon, craft wire, 
silk flowers, and more.
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We’ve embellished, altered and  
adjusted a variety of  bare photo boxes. 

Take a look at these exciting ideas!

all boxed up! 

WE'RE  THINKING
OUTSIDE THE PHOTO 

BOX!

   creative valentine boxes... This little guy 
loves valentines—it’s easy to see! He’s built with cute ribbon, textured 
cardstock, sparkly gemstones, and a pair of quirky bottlecaps.

love notes
 We’ve got a crush on this Valentine’s Day photo box. 

It’s got plenty of heart with textured paper,  
self-adhesive gemstones, and a 

collection of glittery epoxy 
stickers.

Love

Be Mine!
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TURN BOXES  INTO SEASONAL SENSATIONS!



« shoe box
This ballet box is darling, 

both inside and out! It 
features printed and solid 

papers (cut into scallop borders) 
and a pair of hand-cut ballet shoes, 

complete with ribbon ties!

» keepsake keeper... Dedicate this 
box to the one you love! This look features beautiful flocked 
paper, an “Our Story” die-cut and brown satin ribbon. 

» sewing storage... Where do 
we keep our sewing supplies? In a suped-up 
photo box, of course! It stands on vintage-
style thread spools, and features printed 
paper. A sturdy metal drawer pull (available 
in Home Accents) acts as the perfect handle 
on the lid.

» collectible container... A photo box 
to make you all aflutter?  This pretty keepsake box features 
vintage-style printed paper and copper foil (available in 
Crafts) applied along the edges as a unique decorative trim.

» souvenir stash 
Keep travel documents at hand  
with a beautifully embellished photo 
box. This look features scrapbook 
paper (heavily distressed with ink), 
themed stickers , hardware-inspired 
embellishments, and more!

» supply sorter 
This paper-embellished photo box is all about 
order, with spots for pencils and slots for 
supplies. But what’s our favorite part? We 
used a craft knife to cut out a working drawer!

   crafting cubbie 
This perfectly organized craft shelf 
features whimsical printed papers, a rod 
for ribbon, and plastic jars, glued to the 
bottom for extra storage—just unscrew 
to access your supplies. And the lid 
doubles as a handy memo board!

« receipt holder... This receipt 
box makes it easy to stay on budget! 

It features printed papers, 
chipboard letters, and a 
sweet handmade flower. We 
used a craft knife to carefully 
cut a slot in the lid.

ribbon rescue  
Try this trick for ribbons and trims. 

Punch symmetrical holes for a row 
of shiny eyelets. Feed through 

your favorite ribbons, and 
you’re done!

« 

Momentos

Keepsakes

CREATE 

ORGANIZATION 

THAT’S FUN AND  

FUNCTIONAL!

JUST PERFECT  FOR CHILDHOOD TRINKETS, PERSONAL MOMENTOS, AND KEEPING YOUR HOUSEHOLD ON  BUDGET!

LET OUT  

YOUR INNER 

ARTIST AND 

GET A LITTLE  

ARTSY!

Supplies


